
Aglaonema Cutlass
A Stunning and Easy-to-Grow Addition to Your Indoor Sanctuary

“Look  deep  into  nature,  and  then  you  will  understand
everything  better.”

~ Albert Einstein

Introducing the Aglaonema Cutlass, a stunning foliage plant
that instantly captures your attention with its extraordinary
beauty. As you gaze upon this remarkable houseplant, you can’t
help  but  notice  its  elongated,  slender  leaves,  gracefully
reaching out from a sturdy central stem. The leaves showcase a
brilliant blend of deep green hues, adorned with striking
silver patterns that create an enchanting visual display.

Upon closer inspection, the Aglaonema Cutlass reveals even
more intricate details that contribute to its allure. The
plant’s  robust  stem  provides  unwavering  support  to  the
foliage, allowing the leaves to flourish in a symphony of
colours and patterns. The unique silver markings on the leaves
enhance the plant’s captivating appearance, making it a true
showstopper in any indoor garden.

It’s clear that the Aglaonema Cutlass is a truly exceptional
specimen.  Its  mesmerising  beauty,  combined  with  its  low-
maintenance nature, makes it a favourite among both seasoned
indoor gardeners and beginners alike. Whether you’re creating
an indoor zen garden, a mini garden inside the house, or a
greenhouse indoor setting, the Aglaonema Cutlass is sure to
elevate your space with its remarkable presence and natural
charm.

Characteristics 
Characteristic Description

https://greenverz.com/aglaonema-cutlass/


Common Name Aglaonema Cutlass

Scientific Name Aglaonema ‘Cutlass’

Origin Southeast Asia

Leaves Colour Green with silver streaks

Sunlight Low to medium indirect light

Soil Type Well-draining potting mix

Water Requirements Moderate

Maximum Height 2-3 feet
Aglaonema Cutlass, commonly known as the Chinese Evergreen, is
a stunning foliage plant originating from Southeast Asia. Its
leaves  boast  a  vibrant  green  colour  with  silver  streaks,
creating  an  elegant  and  exotic  appearance.  The  plant’s
resilient nature and adaptability to a variety of conditions
make it an excellent choice for indoor gardening, particularly
in a glass house for plants or a greenhouse indoor setting.

Plant  Care:  Sunlight,  Watering,
Soil, and Repotting
Sunlight: 

Aglaonema Cutlass thrives in low to medium indirect light,
making it suitable for rooms with limited natural light. Keep
the plant away from direct sunlight, as it may cause the
leaves to burn.

Watering: 

Water your Aglaonema Cutlass moderately, allowing the top inch
of  soil  to  dry  out  between  waterings.  Be  careful  not  to
overwater, as this can lead to root rot.

Soil: 

Use a well-draining potting mix for your Aglaonema Cutlass to
ensure proper moisture retention and aeration.



Repotting: 

Repot  your  Aglaonema  Cutlass  every  2-3  years  or  when  it
becomes root-bound. Choose a slightly larger pot and fresh,
well-draining soil to encourage healthy growth.

Common Problems and Remedies
Yellow Leaves : Yellow leaves on an Aglaonema Cutlass may
indicate overwatering or underwatering. Adjust your watering
schedule to ensure the soil remains moderately moist but never
soggy.

Brown Leaf Tips : Brown leaf tips could be caused by low
humidity or excessive fertiliser. Increase humidity by placing
the plant on a tray filled with pebbles and water, and reduce
fertiliser application.

Pests: Mealybugs, spider mites, and scale insects may infest
Aglaonema  Cutlass.  Treat  affected  plants  with  insecticidal
soap or neem oil to control these pests.

Best  Places  for  Plant  Decor  in
Home 
On the dining table:  

A Aglaonema Cutlass on the dining table adds a refreshing
touch of greenery to the dining area. It creates a calming
atmosphere and enhances the dining experience, making it more
enjoyable and memorable.

Home gym:

A Aglaonema Cutlass in the home gym adds a refreshing touch of
greenery to the space, creating a more pleasant and energising
atmosphere. It can help purify the air and enhance the overall
gym experience.



Powder room: 

A small Aglaonema Cutlass plant in the powder room adds a
touch of elegance and freshness to the space. It creates a
more inviting and relaxing atmosphere, making it a perfect
retreat for self-care and relaxation.

Reading nook: 

A small Aglaonema Cutlass plant in a reading nook creates a
calming and tranquil atmosphere. It adds a touch of greenery
and natural beauty to the space, making it a perfect retreat
for relaxation and reading.

Bay window:  

A  large  Aglaonema  Cutlass  plant  in  a  bay  window  adds  a
stunning focal point to the room. It enhances the natural
light and creates a more spacious and inviting atmosphere.

Conclusion
By incorporating Aglaonema Cutlass into your home, you not
only  elevate  your  living  space  but  also  contribute  to  a
healthier indoor environment. This resilient and attractive
houseplant is an excellent addition to any indoor setting,
bringing a sense of tranquillity and natural beauty to your
surroundings.

With  its  mesmerising  foliage  and  low-maintenance  nature,
Aglaonema Cutlass is an ideal choice for both seasoned indoor
gardeners and beginners alike. By following the care tips
provided and finding the perfect spot to showcase your plant,
you  can  enjoy  the  vibrant  presence  of  this  enchanting
houseplant  for  years  to  come.

Embrace the world of indoor gardening with Aglaonema Cutlass
and transform your home into a lush sanctuary. Its captivating
appearance and adaptability make it a perfect addition to any



room, from an indoor zen garden to a thriving interior garden.

Cultivate your green thumb and enhance your living space by
nurturing  this  alluring  foliage  plant,  and  experience  the
countless  benefits  it  brings  to  your  home.  From  its  air-
purifying  properties  to  its  visually  stunning  foliage,
Aglaonema Cutlass is a worthy addition to any indoor house
garden or planting indoors project.

In conclusion, Aglaonema Cutlass is a beautiful and versatile
houseplant that can seamlessly fit into any home decor style.
It’s  easy-to-grow  nature,  coupled  with  its  air-purifying
abilities, make it an excellent choice for those looking to
start their indoor gardening journey or add to their existing
collection.  With  the  right  care  and  attention,  Aglaonema
Cutlass will reward you with years of lush growth, enhancing
your home with its captivating presence.


